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Story ideas for print and broadcast media

May 13, 1992
Contact: Rosemary Harty

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF-- Kathleen Watters, University of Dayton communication professor, sees a
number of interesting similarities between the 1980 and 1992 presidential elections. For one thing, there's a
great deal of dissatisfaction with the incumbent. Carter's nemesis, however was foreign policy; Bush is
struggling with domestic issues. The 1980 election also involved a challenger (Reagan) who was a former
governor and "very articulate in shaping his message," as Watters sees Clinton. And, as in 1980, a thirdparty candidate is stirring up noise. But Watters believes H. Ross Perot, fueled only by "anti-incumbent
cynicism," will fade from the race just as John Anderson did.
"Perot is a media-made candidate. The media seems to be clearly fascinated with Ross Perot, which
is unfortunate," Watters says. "It just takes attention away from the two major party candidates," she _said.
"Those two haven't had a chance to talk about the real issues."
Watters, who studies political advertising, expects to see the trend in attack advertising continue.
This time, however, the Democrats will fight back, Watters says.
Contact Kathleen Watters at (513) 229-2378.
VOICE OF THE BEE -- On May 27 and 28, more than 200 competitive children from across the U.S. will
be staring anxiously at Alex Cameron, a UD English professor. They'll be listening even more intently as
Cameron pronounces the words they'll attempt to spell in the Scripps Howard National Spelling Bee in
Washington, D.C. Cameron has been the official pronouncer for a dozen years now, and he doesn't take his
duties lightly. He spends the month of May at his family's home in Michigan practicing the list of about
1,000 words, researching their definitions and writing a sentence for each one. Cameron says he's not
infallible, but back-up readers and judges are ready to catch his mistakes. "Now and then, you have
something carefully written out and you look right at it and say the wrong thing," he said.
Contact Alex Cameron in Michigan at (313) 584-1333
BIG BIRD EMBATTLED -- Alan Hueth has produced news and documentary programs for the Public
Broadcasting Service and he doesn't buy the current argument that federal subsidies to PBS should be
yanked because PBS serves an elite audience. "Around 60 percent of their audience makes less than $40,000
a year," said Hueth, a lecturer in communication at UD. And PBS is no more liberal than the rest of the
television media, he said. "The media by its nature tends to be antagonistic toward the status quo, whether
it be liberal or conservative," Hueth said. However, Hueth said he agrees with some of the arguments for
doing away with federal subsidies to PBS. "Now that cable has exploded, the fmancing of public
broadcasting needs to be re-evaluated," Hueth said.
Contact Alan Hueth at (513) 229-3945.
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